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ITALY: BY REPRESENTING THE COMBINED

CANADIAN PRESS

Hilltop

Messina Strait

Dawn, September 3

Montgomery's medium heavy guns blasted Italy for two hours before dawn

today on beaches where the Canadian and British troops began the

invasion/Eur ope an hour before the sun rose above the Italian mountains. I

witnessed this terrific barrage from a Sicilian hilltop right opposite Reggio,

Guns firing across seven miles of Strait gave a weighty barrage support
to the Canadians landing on the beach. They were units of a division which

had helped to conquer Sicily by rolling up the cross ridge from Enna Adrano

hinge.

As I write with dawn creeping up over the cordite fog in the Straits

our Canadian infantry fight for keeps on Italian soil.

Gunfire starting in the quiet dark was eye-smarting and ear-blasting.
The air quivered, the hill trembled, one's very trousers whipped as medium

batteries below blazed with repeated stabbing white fury while as far as the

eye could see for ten miles up to the city of Messina and beyond our guns

flung death and. destruction across the Straits into Italian-German gun positions;

while in the dark under their shelter our landing craft stole into the .enemy’s

shores.

Scarcely an enemy gun replied to our mass fire. One shell exploded within

two hundred yards of our position. It was the only one recorded in our sector.

Already in the past few days the Navy and Air force had hit the enemy on

Italy's toe terrific wallops, softening the way for landings of which the

barrage on predetermined targets was the immediate forerunner.

Yesterday warships gave the immediate objectives of the landing troops a

merciless dusting.

Thus within seventeen days of the conquest of Sicily on the fourth

anniversary of the British declaration of war on Germany Montgomery has struck at

Italy, And he has used Canadians to help with the first substantial bridgeheads
a little over a year since our second division went ashore one morning at Dieppe,
This time they are in Europe to stay.
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